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Corporeal/Spiritual explores the relationship between the body and the sacred. It stems from an enquiry 
into the materiality of Joss paper and its use in Chinese-Cambodian ceremonies such as Pchum Ben 
(Ancestor’s Day), in which it is ritually burned and offered for past ancestors. The exhibition considers 
concepts of materiality, unacknowledged histories, experiences of the body beyond death, and 
renewal.

Linda Sok is a Cambodian-Australian artist whose practice is guided by her Khmer cultural heritage. In 
particular, she investigates the culturally and personally significant event – the Khmer Rouge Regime 
– which forced her family’s migration to Australia. Connecting to past narratives and traditions, she 
attempts to contemporise these practices and shift the legacy of Cambodia from one focused on 
genocide to one of healing. Currently, her practice navigates the complexities of occupying the space 
between her ancestral homeland and the land on which she currently resides.

Stories from her familial and cultural heritage significantly influence her method of representing 
confrontational notions of trauma and genocide. Her practice posits a means for the living descendants 
to approach and understand their ancestral trauma, and access lost traditions. With a particular focus 
on cultural objects, rituals, traditions and their materiality, her practice often manifests in sculptural 
installations.

Linda graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts (Honours) from the Uiversity of New South Wales Art & 
Design in 2018 and was awarded the University Medal. In 2019 she was a finalist in the NSW Visual 
Arts Emerging Fellowship. Linda has exhibited in galleries and institutions across Sydney, including 
Artspace, Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre, Firstdraft, Peacock Gallery and Auburn Arts Centre, 
Wellington St Projects and Seventh Gallery. She was also recently a resident of the 4A Centre for 
Contemporary Asian Art Creative Studio Program.

Artwork

Corporeal/Spiritual, 2020 
Joss paper, gold leaf 
300 × 100 cm (approx.) 
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In Between Spaces 
Sophia Cai

Entering Linda Sok’s Corporeal/Spiritual is to cross the threshold into a space of ritual and memorial. As 
suggested by the title itself, the exhibition is one situated in dualities – between the physical and the 
immaterial, as well as the boundaries between public space and private ritual. 

Many children of the diaspora are intimately familiar with the duality between our embodied 
experiences and the rituals we learn to perform; a connection to ancestry that is often marked by great 
geographical distances. This dissonance of distance and culture, intentional or not, can create a space 
of rupture but also one of connection and resilience. The translation of cultural practices to new 
environments can create new possibilities.

Corporeal/Spiritual is Sok’s response to some of these concerns, focusing on the materiality and 
conceptual possibilities of Joss paper. The burning of Joss paper is an essential custom of Chinese 
ancestral worship, where the burning paper represents money and material goods to provide a wealthy 
afterlife. Today, you can buy Joss paper in a variety of styles and forms, including paper-crafted 
iPhones and luxury handbags, reflecting the material desires of 21st century global citizens.

The works in Corporeal/Spiritual are made from Joss Paper the artist collected from her last trip to 
Cambodia. They are also inspired by the numerous memorial sites to the victims of the Khmer Rouge 
Regime, where human remains are displayed in full public view despite the religious desire of the 
Khmer people for the bodies to be cremated. Reflecting on the indignant treatment of the regime 
victims and the ongoing trauma, as well as the artist’s own familial traditions of burning Joss paper, Sok 
has transformed the gallery space into a space for memorial and remembrance.

Through a hand paper-making process of tearing, soaking, and pressing, Sok has created new forms 
from the collected Joss paper. The resulting pieces are pulpy, mulch-like sculptural forms. Where Joss 
paper is often sold in garish, brightly coloured bundles, Sok’s intervention transforms them into a 
different visual experience. The blending of different paper together creates a shade that evokes the 
colour of flesh, which furthers a visceral bodily connotation. The traditional appearance of gold is also 
preserved with the addition of gold leaf, which peeks through the textured paper surface in slight 
glimmers.
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(cont.)

By bringing these materials into a gallery context, Sok is casting aside their intended purpose to lead 
us into a broader question of memorialisation, intent and remembrance. What does it mean to translate 
the customs of our ancestors into the white walls of a gallery space? What is the implication of 
displaying what is meant to be burnt?

I write this essay knowing that I will not be able to physically visit the exhibition during its showing. At 
time of writing, travel between NSW and VIC is restricted, and it is only today after 6 months of 
lockdown that the Victorian premier announced Melburnians’ 5km radius has now expanded to 25km. 
Writing about a show that I encounter in images rather than a physical experience, a show about the 
very tenuous relationship between the body and what is immaterial, feels like an exercise in 
remembering itself. Just like ancestors across borders and oceans, the gap of distance looms over us.

Sophia Cai is a curator and arts writer based in Narrm/Birraranga (Melbourne, Australia). She is 
particularly interested in Asian art history, the intersection between contemporary art and craft, as well 
as feminist methodologies and community-based practices.
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Linda Sok’s Corporeal/Spiritual 
William Ngiam

Cambodia’s modern history continues to be influenced by the Khmer Rouge genocide that occurred in 
1975–1979 – over 40 years ago. As the country awaits justice, an ongoing controversial issue is the 
treatment of the countless human remains. Human remains are displayed in public memorials as a 
constant reminder of those horrific events, with others held as evidence of the crimes committed. This 
is in direct opposition to those who believed that all the remains should be cremated as per the 
Buddhist belief that their souls will only find peace and achieve reincarnation after undergoing the 
process of cremation. With the unending forensic investigation making cremation impossible, a 
referendum for the appropriate treatment of the remains has yet to be conducted. For Khmer people, 
these times amplify a complex tension between the scientific analysis of the physical (the corporeal) 
and the religious handling of the remains (the spiritual).

Linda Sok’s exhibition, Corporeal/Spiritual, focuses on the relationship of the material to the sacred – 
how the past experiences and history of one’s body, or one’s soul, is treated even beyond death and its 
impacts upon those viewing it. The physical remains of the victims of the Khmer Rouge genocide are 
displayed in many memorial sites for public viewing – despite the majority of the Khmer population 
being Buddhist and holding the belief that bodies should be cremated after death. It is this physical 
display that Linda explores in her work. By filling the space with pieces that are reminiscent of those 
bodies, Linda draws attention to the memorial’s role in acting as evidence of the genocide, but 
simultaneously highlights their existence as a direct denial of peace, desired by the individual’s soul.

What impact may this have on the viewer? Linda’s work provokes interesting thoughts for myself 
specifically as a scientist. The forensic scientists probe the trauma that has remained in the physical 
bodies of the individuals – such as the selection of the skulls to document their traumatic wounds and 
the biological analysis to determine age and sex – in an apolitical and secular manner. In fact, the 
pursuit of the truths almost necessitate that no thought is given to the individual’s lived experience prior 
to the event or even the possibility of the denial of peace to one’s spirits. I conduct research in this 
same way – I analyse the electric currents of the brain with little consideration of the individual’s 
spirituality and whether it is the seat to their soul. I would even deny its existence despite the 
individual's own belief in their being. I think about how my own physical body will be treated following 
my death – will the hacking of my body for organs to be donated prevent the possibility of my 
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(cont.)

soul never experiencing peace? In this way, I undertake a consideration of my own mortality and how it 
is anchored in my physical being. 

It may seem strange for a scientist to ponder spirituality but it’s evident that there are some 
commonalities that we all will experience in viewing this physical memorialisation of the Khmer Rouge. 
And perhaps those commonalities are the most human and important of any.

Dr William Ngiam is a cognitive neuroscientist at the University of Chicago. He researches how visual 
information is held in mind for ongoing perception and cognition by analysing brain waves.
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